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CHAPTER I

REPLIES FROM GOVERNMENTS

（omitted）

General Observations

（omitted）

－P.4

JAPAN

     The Government considers that no International instrument for the protection and integration of 

indigenous populations is needed as far as the Ainu are concerned.

The latter are not “indigenous peoples”  within the meaning of Report VIII (1)1　
　 ; the Government 

accordingly does not consider it necessary to make observations on individual points of the 

questionnaire.  At present the Ainu are so thoroughly assimilated to the nation at large that 

peculiarities of language, custom, culture, living conditions and so on have ceased to exist.   The 

Ainu enjoy not only the economic, cultural and social advantages attaching to Japanese citizenship 

but the political and legal ones as well.

    1　
　The reply of the Government of Japan is accompanied by a note containing demographic, 

educational and economic data on the Ainu, which are reproduced in the Appendix.  These refer in 

particular to the promulgation in 1899 of the “Hokkaido indigenous Persons Protection Law” for the 

Protection and integration of the Ainu.  The provisions of this law, as far as land, schooling expenses 

and common property are concerned, are still in force; it appears, however, that it will be possible to 

abrogate them in the near future.

－P.172~4 

JAPAN



Introduction

    The origin of the Ainu, living in the northern part of Japan, is obscure.  In 1898 the Japanese 

Government adopted a policy by which the Ainu were recognized as Japanese nationals and were to 

be treated without any discrimination.  In 1899 the Hokkaido Indigenous Persons Protection Law 

was enforced in order to promote the protection and assimilation of the Ainu through measures 

centring around encouragement to agriculture and education.  The law provided for: (1) grant of land 

without compensation; (2) protection for land possession; (3) provision of agricultural tools and 

seeds; (4) provision of relief allowances and medical treatment ; (5) provision of schooling 

expenses; (6) management of common property ; (7) establishment of elementary schools at state 

expense.

    As a result of the adoption of the policy, the Ainu have made remarkable progress in terms of 

manners, customs, language and living and cultural standards. They have reached the same degree of 

progress as that of the Japanese people in general.  The Ainu language has been replaced by the 

Japanese, which is used by all the Ainu except some old persons.

     In view of the progress made by the Ainu, the above-mentioned law has been amended, and 

provides at present only for special protection concerning land, schooling expenses and common 

property.  Such being the situation, the abrogation of the law in the near future may be predicted.

 

Education and Culture

In the matter of the protection and assimilation of the Ainu, the Japanese Government has laid 

particular stress on school education. For special schooling of the

Ainu children, 21 primary schools were established at government expense during the period 

between 1901 and 1910 in the areas inhabited by Ainu communities. To promote the school 

education of the Ainu children living in the Japanese communities, steps were taken so that the 

children could attend the Japanese schools. The school expenses were paid by the Government. As a 

result, the assimilation of Ainu children was so remarkably promoted that the system of special 

school education came to be considered unnecessary.  The system was, therefore, abolished in 1918, 

and the Ainu children came to be treated on a par with the Japanese children. With respect to 

secondary and higher education, scholarship funds have been available to Ainu student under the 

above-mentioned law.  The scholarship funds are granted by the Governor of Hokkaido; who is in 

charge of the common property of the Ainu.

    The Ainu have no symbolic letters of their own, though they have a spoken language.  Both the 

spoken Ainu and Japanese were used in classrooms in the first stage of the Ainu school education; 



but at present few use their language in daily life.                    

Most of the young Ainu lack knowledge of the language.   On the other hand, with the exception of a 

few aged persons, the Ainu know Japanese letters.  As regards food, housing, clothing, etc., the Ainu 

follow the Japanese customs, but on special occasions like the traditional “bear-sacrifice festival” 

they appear in full tribal costume.

Population

    A census of the Ainu population was taken annually from 1872 to 1941, and during that period the 

population remained stationary around 16,000.   This, however, does not indicate gradual extinction 

of the Ainu people.  It indicates the gradual assimilation and integration of the Ainu with the 

Japanese nationals through marriage.

    According to the census calculation of 1935, 910 Japanese entered the Ainu households on 

account of marriage, while 951 Ainu for the same reason entered Japanese ones.   The marriages 

resulted in the birth of a good number of half-bloods, and no distinction could be made as to whether 

they were Ainu or Japanese.  Such having been the case, it was decided in 1942 to abolish the census 

conducted exclusively for the Ainu.  No distinction has since been made between the Japanese 

people and the Ainu, even in the matter of census.

    In 1941 the Ainu population stood at 15,9951　
　  distributed over 3,524 houses in more than six 

regions.  The distribution of the population by regions was as follows: Hidaka, 6,418; Kimofuri 

Iburi, 3,309; Tokachi, 1,226; Kushiro, 1,044; Abashiri, 557; Ishikari, 559; other regions, 2,882. 

Between 1923 and 1941 the highest population figure (16,519) was recorded in 1936.

Occupations

   Until the first half of the nineteenth century the Ainu’s chief means of subsistence were fishing and 

hunting.  The natural resources were abundant.  Diversification in their economic activities occurred 

when their population increased and waste land was reclaimed.  At present the chief means of 

subsistence of the Ainu are fishing and agriculture.  This dependence on primary industries is due 

mainly to the backwardness in Hokkaido of modern industries such as manufacturing.  However, 

recent trends show that the Ainu are gradually seeking occupations in fields other than those of 

agriculture and fishing, due to spread of education and improvement in living standards. 

    Towards the middle of May 1935, out of a population of 16,324, 8,310 Ainu were classified as 

“family supporters”, the rest coming under the category of “dependants”.



    The occupational breakdown of the figure for family supporters was: agriculture, 4,958; fishing, 

1,277; casual work, 1,616; and miscellaneous, including urban occupations, 344.  Finally, 115 

persons were without any occupation.  

The agriculturists included 3,422 independent farmers, 162 semi-independent farmers, and 

1,374 tenant farmers. 

１　
　 The figure includes the Ainu living in non-Ainu households, but not the non-Ainu 

persons living in Ainu households.


